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PRECAMBRTAN ROCKS OF CENTRAL TELEMARK,
NORWAY: IT*.

RIPPLE MARKS AND MUD CRACKS
Appendix: Norwegian literature on ripple marks and mud cracks.
9 figures and 2 tables.

By

JO HANNES A. DONS
To Professor Ivar Oftedal with kindest regards and congratulations
on the occasion of his 70th birthday.
A b s t r a c t:

Ripple marks are very common in the area investigated (2000

square km). In one outcrop, where there is a 32 m thick sequence of quartzite,
26 rippled surfaces have been studied, and drawn as sections by means of
plasticine casts. Several types, same of them unusual, are described: ripple-drift
cross-lamination, symmetrical ripple marks with cross-lamination, etc.
It was found impossible to decide whether the asymmetrical ripple marks
were formed by currents or distorted oscillation waves. The thickness of the
quartzite sequence increases remarkably in the possible down-current direction.
In a diagram is included wave-length, amplitude and ripple-index of 63 pre
dominantly Norwegian ripple marks.
Two exposures of mud cracks in quartz-rich beds show an extremely regular
pattern with deep cracks, whereas the originally more clay-rich sediments found
in two other localities brake up more irregularly, with shallow cracks of several
generations.
*

This article is the second in a series of descriptions of the geology of the

Telemark area. The first publication was: Dons. J. A. : Mines and claims within
the Kviteseid quadrangle (with English summary) . Norges Geologiske Under
søkelse No. 218, 1963, pp. 1-150.
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Introduction

Ripple marked surfaces are so numerous and conspicuous in the
Precambrian Telemark area in south central Norway that the local
people in former days had a specific name for them: '' J yvrekling'',
which means the buttered thin bread of the giantess; and presumed
that she used her fingers for spreading the butter. The learned clergy
man H.S. Wille when describing these jyvreklings in detail 200 years
ago could not explain their formation (Wille 1786 p. 86). It is quite
usual to find that the stony door plate at the old cheese farms is
distinctly rippled. Following this old custom two such rippled flags
(from Mt. Gausta in Telemark) have been placed in the entrance of
the Geological Institute at Oslo University, Blindern, Oslo, so that
everyone coming into the Institute may dean his shoes on ripple
marks.
Table l gives the sequence of rocks, divided in 3 groups, which
make up the Precambrian Telemark suite. Distinct unconformities
mark the boundaries between the groups. More details about this
4000-6000 m thick sequence have been published earlier (Dons 1960
a, b). Symbols show (Table l) where ripple marks and mud cracks have
been found. The observations have been made within the quadrangle
maps Kviteseid and Rjukan, each of them covering an area of approxi
mately 1000 square km. The ripple marks are most common in the
area occupied by quartzites of the Seljord group, where several hundred
localities can be selected from the field notes. They have also been
found at several places in the Røymtaulegg quartzite (unit 13 of
Table l) of the Bandak group. In the Rjukan group ripple marks have
only been observed at two localities. In one of these a volcanic breccia
belonging to the Tuddal formation contains fragments of tuff with
ripple marks (W Y CKOFF 1933, pp. 46-47). Pseudo-ripp:le marks pro
duced dynamically have also been observed. The mud cracks found
at 4 places are located in the Seljord group, two of them in the
Bondal schists (unit 6) and two in the Lauvhovd limey quartz schist
(unit 7). Graded bedding is very rare in the Telemark suite, cross
bedding is common, but difficult to study because the exposures
are mostly ice-scoured surfaces in which only one section is accessible.
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Table l. The Telemark suite.
�

indicates ripple marks,

Q
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indicates mud cracks.

Bandak group
21
20
18-19
17
16
14-15

Eidsborg quartz schists with several beds of conglomerate
Ormebrekk marble
Gjuve lava, basic (18) with Haugli schists {19) (fossiliferous ?)
Dalen porphyry (acid lava)
Bergstøl conglomerate, polymict
Morgedal lava (14) , basic, containing one to four beds of Morge
dal sandstone (15) with conglomerate

�

13

Røynstaulegg quartzite with conglomerate, locally marble at

12

Ofte porphyry, acid lava, locally divided in two with quartzite

base
between
11

Basal quartzite with conglomerate

Seljord group
Q)

10

N

9

;<;:::

�

&

'E
-�

n

u

Ql

Brattefjell quartzite, lower part white, upper part red
Vindsjå schists

8

Skottsfjell quartzite with local conglomerate

1

Lauvhovd limey quartz schists

6

Bondal schists

5

Gausta quartzite, locally containing arkose, conglomerate and
schists

Ul

Rjukan group
�

4

Basic lavas and tuffs, sediments rich in quartz, local
conglomerates

�

3

Single flow of red rhyolite

2

Maristi conglomerate (agglomerate)

1

Acid lavas (and tuifs)

l Vemork
f iormation

J

�

Tudda

formatwn

As the bedding planes are often vertical or even overturned,
ripple marks and mud cracks have been paid special attention to,
because they may indicate "up" and "down" in the sequence.
Ripple marks
In the author's experience from nearly 15 summers of field work for
the Geological Survey of Norway in this area, it is very seldom possible
to solve the top and bottom problem by the study of ripple marks only.
Other less common features such as graded bedding, cross-bedding,
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Fig. l.
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Diagrammatic

profiles of

some ripple marks. a) symmetrical
b

ripple marks formed by oscillating
waves.

b)

symmetrical

negative

ripple marks formed by oscillating
waves developed by slowly dying
waves following a storm. c) asym
metrical ripple marks formed by
a steady current. d) asymmetrical
ripple marks formed by oscillating movement, greater in "on-shore" direction
than in "offshore" direction.

current-bedding etc. are much more reliable. Classification into -'Ym
metric and asymmetric ripples was in many cases found to be impos
sible without taking plasticine casts from which profiles could be
drawn, and even then much care had to be taken. Sections of both
originals and casts were often cut out in paper and studied in different
positions for greater ease in classification.
The diagrammatic profiles of typical water-formed ripple marks
found in most textbooks on sedimentary structures are oversimplified.
Observations reported by O. F. Evans show that the study of sym
metry only is usually insufficient for distinguishing between the dif
ferent modes of formation and for drawing conclusions on depositional
environment (river; shores of lake or sea; beneath the deeper water
of the sea).
Some points are briefly cited (after EvANS 1941 and 1949): current
formed ripples are asymmetrical (Fig. le) except when produced at
certain critical velocities. Wave-formed ripple marks are symmetrical
(Fig. la) or asymmetrical, the latter being formed in the breaker zone,
where the deformed waves set up oscillatory movements that are
stronger in one direction than the other (Fig. ld). Ripple marks with
rounded crests and angular troughs, (Fig. lb, exactly the reverse of
Fig. la) are found in narrow beits near the shore, and result from the
action of the slowly dying waves following a storm.
For discriminating the different modes of formation the following
features should be looked for: differences in the shape of the longi
tudinal axes, differences in uniformity in height of the crests of the
ripples above their troughs, minor differences in shape of cross sections,
differences in shape of the wave-formed and current-formed ripple
marks in the vicinity of obstructions, differences in lunate shaped
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Fig. 2. Stereographic projection, upper
hemisphere, of readings from ripple
marked surfaces in quartzite at Sæli.
It is corrected
Dots:

Crosses:
ridges,
with

for the

declination.

Poles of stratification planes.
Direction

marked
surface

of

ripple-mark

by their intersection
of

the

sphere

when

projected through the centre of the
sphere.

+

(All drawings in this paper

are made by I. Lowzow) .

ripples, and in the pointing of the ends of their segments, differences
in internal structures.
In the area under consideration the types of ripple marks and the
directions of ridges vary frequently from one bed to another and .
from one locality to the next one. In order to get doser information
about these variations the best locality for ripple marks was studied
in greater detail in the summer of 1962. Near the farm Sæli (59° 33' N,
2° 18' W of Oslo) at the western side of the Sundsbarm-vatn (lake),
14 km northwest of Seljord church (Kviteseid quadrangle) there is a
small hill where 32 meters of the sequence, a white Seljord quartzite

(Seljord group), contains

26

ripple-marked surfaces (Table 2).

No

trace of tectonic deformation of the ripple marks was observed in the
field. The beds strike approximately E-W and dip 70-80° south,
see Fig. 2. All plasticine casts and all readings were made on natura!
rock surfaces, never on loose blocks, and never on the undersurfaces
of the beds. Casts have only been taken on those parts of the surfaces
which were free from adhering material from the underside of the
covering layer. Every effort has been made to exclude error<>. Several
beds in the studied sequence were seen in profile to contain ripple
marks, but they could not be measured because it was impossible to
expose the surfaces with an ordinary hammer. Other beds were covered
by till, especially from 13 m to 23 m in the section, see Table 2. The
total number of ripple-marked surfaces in the studied section is there
fore much greater than 26. The ripple-marked surfaces are up to 20
square m in area. Normal size is 1-3 square m. The 26 readings of
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strike and dip of the bedding planes and the directions of ridges are
plotted in Fig. 2. By presenting the compass directions of ridges shown
in Table 2 and Fig. 7 the author does not maintain that these directions
necessarily are the original directions of ridges present on the surfaces
befare the beds were folded. Structural complications such as pitch
of folds etc. are not considered. As all the beds, however, have nearly
the same dip and as the question here mostly concerns a comparison
of ridge directions, the error caused by rotating the bedding planes
to horizontal positions about their present strike directions will not
be of real importance.
The sections obtained are reproduced in Table 2. They are more
irregular than those commonly seen in textbooks and articles on
ripple marks. It is believed that this is due to special depositional
conditions, erosion during sedimentation etc., and not so much to
tectonic deformation.
The quartzite composed of quartz grains O.l mm in diameter is
quite constant through the whole sequence at Sæli. The abrupt changes
in wave-lengths, amplitudes and directions are therefore not related
to variations in grain size.
Fig. 3 shows that the indices of ripple marks from Sæli range from
about 4.5 to 7 whereas the ripple marks from the whole Telemark
area have their indices spread over a much wider range. No sympa
thetic variation can be seen between ripple-index and direction or
type of ridges.
When working on the outcrop at Sæli the author was not sure if
the beds were overturned or not, but found that, if one bed is normal,
all other beds are also normal. Symmetrical wave-formed ripples with
sharp crests and rounded troughs are regarded as good "way-up"
criteria. The majority of significant sections in Table 2 (for instance
sections 5, llb, 12, 15, 20, 26) should consequently be good enough
to say that the sequence is normal, which is also in accordance with
cross-bedding observed between sections 21 and 22. Ripple-marked
surfaces 9 and 25, should according to the simple rule be counterparts,
and the beds containing these ripples should, therefore, be overturned.
Observations reported by Evans show, however, that such ripples, e.g.
Fig. lb. can be positives and form under special conditions, (EvANS
1949 p. 85).
Section 8 has mica flakes in the troughs, a phenomenon which is
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used here without having the specimens at hand and therefore without taking plasticine casts.

marks from some lower Silurian beds which are so well reported by H. Major (see the appendix) that they could be

Geological Museum, Oslo and the Institute for Geology, University of Oslo. Included are also the data on ripple

have mostly been taken in the field, but some have been made on specimens in the collections of the Mineralogical

Fig. 3. Wave length, amplitude and ripple index for 63 predominantly Norwegian ripple marks. The measurements
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Direction of ridges on ripp led surfaces after
the beds have been tilted to horiz. po sition.

Table 2.
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casts laken on the most regular parts of ri ppled
surfaces.
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Fig. 4. Ripple-marked surface at Sæli showing change in the direction of ridges,
amplitude and wavelength. Section 15 in Table 2 is taken from the area shown
in the right side of the picture. (Foto: L. Kirkesæter, field assistant 1962).

regarded as typical for current ripples and should confirm the decision
in the "way-up" problem. Section llb shows transverse ripples per
pendicular to the direction of ridges in lla. Section 12 has alternating
shallow and deep troughs with minor ripples perpendicular to the
main ones. Section 14 is taken from a rippled surface with pronounced
tonge-shaped ridges. Section 16 shows alternatin g deep, and shallow
troughs. Section 18 is taken from a large surface where the direction
of the ridges changes partly gradually, partly abruptly so that the
ridges 10 cm apart may form right angles, Fig. 4. Also the pattern
and the size of the ripples vary. Section 19 refers to a partly double
rippled surface with ridges perpendicular to each other. A micro
photograph of section 23 is seen in Fig. 5.
One of the ways in which doubly rippled surfaces can be produced
was recently observed by the author on the beach of Scheweningen in
Holland. The main ripples were formed in the evening with water
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Fig. 5. Thin section of rippled surface no. 23 in Table 2, showing superimposed
oscillation ripple-mark (ripple-drift cross-lamination). Grainsize in upper part
of the thin section

�

0. 2 mm. Side length of picture 3 cm. The ripples have

been displaced gradually to the left during the sedimentation. In the dark
oblique shadow in the centre of the picture the laminae are dose. Some weak
deformation has also taken place along this plane. (Foto: B. Mauritz).

wave ridges and sand ridges parallel to the shoreline of the very flat
beach. The next day at low ride the rippled surfaces were dry, except
for some long narrow channels up to 10 cm deep that ran parallel to
the shore line. The wind which this day blew parallel to the beach,
produced small waves in these channels or ponds, resulting in minor
ridges perpendicular to the major ones produced the preceeding day.
The frequent interchange between symmetrical and asymmetrical
ripple marks, with ridges in approximately the same direction, could
indicate that both types were formed by wave action at shallow depth
(corresponding to Fig. la and d) and that current ripples, Fig. le) are
not present. The study of outcrops and sections are not conclusive in
this matter.

One difficulty is shown in Fig. 6 where apparently

symmetrical ripples have asymmetrical internal structures. In the
following considerations the asymmetrical ripple marks are regarded
as formed by water currents.
All directions perpendicular to the ridges have been plotted in
Fig. 7. Where the ripples are of the asymmetrical current type, the
plotted directions correspond to the direction of the current (indicated
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Fig. 6. Thin section of a typical symmetrical ripple mark and its counterpart.

Composition: quartz and small amounts of feldspar. Grain size: l /2 mm dia

meter. The chevron structure which is usually seen below the crests of sym
metric ripples is here replaced by cross-lamination (dipping down to the left)
which should indicate a current formation (current from right to left, see Fig. le)
or oscillation (Fig. ld) due to waves approa.ching the shore, from left to right.
In the overlying bed no special structure is observed except horizontal bedding
in the upper part of the section. The pictured section of the counterpart does
not fit exactly in the section below. It is taken from the s:tme surface 10 cm
to one side. Length of picture

2

cm. Seljord quartzite, roadsection, Flatdal,

Telemark. (Foto: B. Mauritz).

here by arrows). Directions plotted on the diagram without arrows
refer to symmetric ripples or ripple marks with doubtful pattern.
Most of the cmTent directions point to the N -NE, indicating that the
transport was mainly in this direction. In the sector N- NE, only
one arrow indicates movements in a SW direction. This refers to
ripple mark 17 for which the direction is not certain. Another ex
ception is seen by the arrow dose to NW, pointing to the SE. This is
ripple mark 24 near the base of the studied sequence. The succeeding
rippled surfaces 25 and 26 are both of the symmetrical type and do
not suggest that the conditions of deposition bad changed drastically.

RIPPLE MARKS AND MUD CRACKS
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Fig. 7. Part of a compass rose showing
the directions

perpendicular to

the

ripple mark ridges at Sæli after the
beds have been tilted to a horizontal
position.

The

directions

of current

shown by asymmetric ripple marks
are indicated by arrows. Scale on the
W�E line.

Facts which could indicate some kind of change are the lack of ripple
marks in the well exposed sequence below surface 26, and the special
conditions mentioned above which may have caused the formation
of the "negative" ripple mark 25.
The assumed direction of transport to N- NE corresponds very
well with the small sized cross-bedding observed between the surfaces
21 and 22, which has been mentioned previously.
The section at Sæli is most probably a higher part of the Seljord
quartzite. For the lower part of this quartzite, the Gausta quartzite,
the thickness can be measured at several places in an area N of Sæli.
Taken directly from the map the greatest increase in thickness is in a
northeast direction e. g. from 800 m to 3000 m over a distance of about
13 km. For the Seljord group as whole the increase in the same area
is in the same direction. The thickness increases in the down-current
direction.
Mud cracks

Undoubted mud cracks have been observed in four localities within
the Rjukan quadrangle.
l) Revsholseter (59° 41' N, 2° 14' W of Oslo) at Skjesvatn in sub
graywacke. 2) Reintjem (59° 48' N, 2° 9' W) in sub-graywacke 13 km
NE of 1), the same stratigraphic unit, Fig. 8. 3) Bondal (59° 48.5' N,
2° 6' W) in thin-bedded multicoloured slate, Fig. 9. 4) Kleivstøl
(59° 46' N, 2° 9' W) 5 km SW of 3), in the same slate.
Locality 1). The rock in which the mud cracks occur belongs to
the Lauvhovd limy quartz schists (Table l, unit 7) and is gray on both
fresh and weathered surfaces. Its composition is 35 percent of sharp
angular quartz grains, greatest length normally 0.2 mm and 2 percent
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Fig. 8. Mud-cracked nearly horizontal surface at Reintjern, locality 2. Scale:
hammer head 10 cm long.

sodic plagioclase of the same size. The fine-grained groundmass, the
clay component of the original sediment, is now composed of chlorite,
muscovite and variable (small) amounts of calcite. The cracks are
open, which indicates that the filling material has weathered out.
Studies of a series of thin sections seem to indicate that quartz grains
of the same size and shape as in the main rock have filled narrow
cracks. The exposed nearly horizontal weathered surface, of approxi
mately 2 square meters, is parallel to the bedding planes. It is composed
of polygons which vary in size and shape, of average diameter

5-8 cm.

The bordering lines are partly straight, partly curved. The number
of sides ranges from

4

to

6,

but in most cases it is

5.

When working on

the exposure, it was possible to get out the columns with well defined
sides. At a depth of

20

cm most of the cracks disappeared gradually,

without any visible lithological change in a vertical direction. Some
of the columns had V-shaped transverse sections, tapering downwards.
The neighbouring

columns

consequently tapered in the opposite

direction. It was seen to be quite usual that two columns joined and
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Fig. 9. Mud-cracked surfaces at Bondal bridge, locality 3. The beds have a dip
of 60° to the SW. Lower beds are seen coming in towards the top left. Scale:

hammer head 12 cm lang.

continued at deeper levels as only one column. This can mean that the
fissures are of different orders corresponding to different stages in
their development, but it was impossible to see on the surface which
of the cracks were deep and which were shallow. The exposures were
insufficient for finding the original top surface of the mud-cracked
bed. The mud-cracked bed is not overturned.

Locality 2)

corresponds to the preceeding one in all respects except

that the polygonal pattern is slightly more irregular, (Fig.

Locality 3)

8).

is at the bridge on the main road by Bondal near the

northern end of Bondal lake, in the lower part of the Bondal schists
(unit

6)

of the Seljord group. At this locality a multicoloured, chert

resembling rock, Fig.

9,

shows several surfaces with mud cracks,

whose pattern is much more irregular and of smaller size than in the
preceding ones. The mud-cracked beds

5-10

cm thick are dark green,

composed of quartz and a few microcline grains (diameters for both
below

0.05 mm)

and some porphyroblasts of biotite (diameter

0.5

mm).

The gray and red material in the beds åbove and below is even more
fine-grained. The only constituents which could be distinguished
under the microscope are quartz and possibly muscovite. A study of
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the mud cracks only would not suffice to determine tops and bottoms.
Cross-bedding and slumping in the beds above show, however, that
the mud-cracked beds are not overturned.
Locality 4). Kleivstøl, road cutting Vikdalen in Bondal schists
(unit 6). The mud-cracked rock is composed of alternating finer and
coarser beds, l mm thick. The coarser ones are composed of 20 percent
quartz grains (less than 0.22 mm in diameter). The groundmass as
well as the finer beds have material of sub-microscopic size. Magnetite
octahedra are common, 2-3 mm in cross-section. This rock, as well
as some rocks of the Bandak group, is full of rhomb-shaped rusty
hollows (2-3 mm in cross-section) which have been filled with ankerite.
It is not known whether the ankerite should be regarded as porphyro
blasts or pseudomorphs. The study of the exposure and the thin
sections could not solve the problem of up and down in the sequence,
but the general setting in the area indicates that the beds are not
overturned.
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Appendix

Norwegian literature on ripple marks and mud cracks.

A very brief note on the scattered literature on Norwegian ripple
marks and mud cracks is given below. It is not maintained that the
list is quite complete, and for each area only the most recent publi
cations are reported. NGT
Norsk Geologisk Tidsskrift, NGU
Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse.
=

=
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Fig. 4 contains same data on ripple marks from most of the areas
mentioned below.
P r e c a m b r i a n. Occurrences in the Telemark suite are de
scribed above. The Jotnian Trysil sandstone shows well preserved
mostly symmetrical ripple marks. Within an area 3 by 4 km the
directions of their crests is remarkably constant. O. HoLTEDAHL:
Engerdalen NGU 89, 1923 Fig. 6 and p. 24.
E o c a m b r i a n. A part of the older sandstone division, the
Porsanger sandstone at Porsanger in North Norway, contains ripple
marks (interference type) and mud cracks in great profusion. O.
HoLTEDAHL:

Bidrag til Finmarkens geologi NGU 84, 1918 p. 135-138

and Pl.6. Dolomite of the same division shows exceptionally numerous
examples of mud cracks in Båtsfjord, and there may be difficulty in
finding any slab without ripple marks (wave ripples superimposed on
current ripples) op.cit. p.191, Fig.28. Exceptionally great amplitudes
for ripple marks, occurring together with mud cracks, near Porsanger
fjord are mentioned again by O. HoLTEDAHL: Additional observations
on the rock formations of Finmarken, Northern Norway, NGT 11, 1931,
p. 253. At Tanafjord the older sandstone series contain ripple marks

and mud cracks. The varved shales between the two tillites (younger
sandstone series) of the Tana district and shales and sandstones above
the second tillite also contain ripple marks. SvEN FøYN: The Eo
cambrian series of the Tana district, Northern Norway, NGT 17, 1938,
p. 86, 137.

C a m b r i a n. At Lake Mjøsa peculiar ripple marks have been
described. Same of the pebbles from the basal conglomerate project
through the rippled surface. T. VoGT: Forholdet mellem sparagmit
systemet og det marine underkambrium ved Mføsen.NGT 7, 1924, Fig.6,7
and p. 294.

O r d o v i c i a n. Only one Ordovician occurrence is known to
the author, that is in a sandstone at Mellsennvann in the Mellsenn
formation underlain by the phyllite formation, stages 3b-4, and
overlain by the Valdres sparagmite (arkoses and conglomerate)
K. O. B JØRLYKKE: Det centrale Norges ffeldbygning NGU 39, 1905,
p. 467.

i l u r i a n. Distinctly rippled surfaces are found in sandstone
from the oldest Silurian (stages Sb-6) at Hadeland N of Oslo. Their
wave lengths are mainly 4-10 cm. Same extreme cases are reported
S
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such as wave length of 40 cm, amplitude 2.5 cm. Indices amount to
18. Most of the ripple marks are symmetrical with rounded crests and
troughs. H. MAJOR: N aen profiler fra eldste silur i Oslofeltets nordlige
del. NGT 26, 1947, p. 79, Fig. 7, p. 82, 92.
Mud cracks have been described from marine Silurian shale, stage
8b by Stensfjorden, Ringerike. L. STØRMER: Tørkesprekker i Siluren
på Ringerike, NGT 21, 1941, p. 290.
A more detailed description of mud cracks from stage 9b in Bærum
near Oslo has been given by O. HoLTEDAHL: Tørkesprekker i den øvre
del av den marine silur i Bærum, 9b, NGT 5, 1918 p. 105-108. One
10 cm thick bed composed of thin-bedded calcareous sandstone in a
sequence of limestones has been cracked. The polygons with upbent
margins are 15-25 cm across.
Ripple marks and mud cracks have also been observed in shales
of the subsequent stages 9 e, f, g in the Oslo region. G. HENNINGS
MOEN: "Cambro-Silurian deposits of the Oslo Region" in Geology of
Norway, NGU 208, 1960 p. 149. These stages form the gradual tran
sition from marine Silurian limestone and shale to the continental
. Downtonian sandstone (stage 10).
Although the Downtonian sandstone is an inspiring source for
students of sedimentary structures, very little has been done and
published so far. J. Kiær who studied the fossils, mentions in a general
way that ripple marks are common, mud cracks are rarer. J. KrÆR:
The Downtonian Fauna of Norway. Vidensk. selsk. skr. I Mat. Nat. kl.
1924, No. 6, p. 10. Fig. 4 contains observations from 12 different
rippled surfaces of Downtonian sandstone (Ringerike, Holmestrand
and Jeløya). The ripple indices vary from 6 to 14, and the wave length
from 2 cm-4 cm. The amplitude is subject to very small variations:
0. 2 cm to 0. 4 cm. This may be due to a pronounced compression of
the sediment during lithification to shaly limestone and sandy shale.
J. H. MeD. Whiteaker, who is working on this sandstone series at
Ringerike, finds ripple indices varying between 7.3 and 30, wave
lengths from 0. 5 to 10 cm and amplitudes from O.l to 0.7 cm, thus
extending somewhat the range of measurements given above. (Perso
nal communication).
D e v o n i a n . The continental deposits of the Old Red type found
in basins along the western coast of Norway contain many more pri
mary sedimentary structures than is reflected in the literature. There
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is brief mention of ripple marks and mud cracks by C. F. Kolderup
in his description of the Hornelen area. C. F. KOLDERUP: Hornelen
devonfelt. Bergens Mus. Arbok 1926 no. 6, p. 28, 30, 50.
P e r m i a n. Lower Permian continental shales and sandstones
below the lava sequence contain mud cracks and ripple marks (hardly
mentioned in the literature). The continental Brumunddalen sand
stone, which is found above four locally developed rhomb-porphyry
lava flows in the northern part of the Oslo area, contains ripple marks
and mud cracks. H. RosENDAHL: Brumunddalens porfyr-sandsten
lagrekke. NGT 10, 1924, p. 401 & Tab. V, 1,2.
A beautiful specimen showing mud cracks and raindrop markings
is often illustrated. O. HoLTEDAHL: Naturen 1931, p. 65, L. STØRMER:
Contribution to the Geology of the Southern Part of the Oslofjord, NGT
15, 1935, p. 72, plate V, 4. It was found in red shale in the partly
stratified rhomb-porphyry conglomerate (fanglomerate) preserved in
a downfaulted block at the eastern side of the Oslofjord. The sediment
has a grain size of 0.025 mm with crack fillings of grains 0.5 mm in
diameter.
In this preliminary list some important groups of rocks which
might be expected to show ripple marks and mud cracks are lacking.
There are, for instance, the Eocambrian sediments of southern Norway
including feldspathic sandstones, sandstone, shales and carbonate
rocks. It is worth noticing also that only the eastern (miogeosynclinal)

facies of the Cambro-Silurian rocks contains ripple marks and mud
cracks whereas in the western (eugeosynclinal) facies, which besides
volcanic material also contains sandstones, shales and limestones, no
ripple marks and mud cracks have so far been reported in the literature.
1-11-62.
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